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Thinking about moral problems involves identifying, clarifying and attempting

to resolve them.

Both this exercise and the case study which you will be working on later in

the course are concerned with the first two stages of this process. The readings

we will discuss generally offer solutions to the problems they consider, and you

will later have the opportunity to develop your own in writing your paper. In

order to evaluate proposed solutions or to suggest better ones, we will need to be

clear about the problems they are intended to address. ‘Sewing a patch on’ is an

excellent solution to some problems (a hole in your jeans) but a useless solution to

others (a hole in your bucket).

Identification

This might seem trivial. Can something be such a problem if you are not aware of

it? In fact, of course, problems we are unaware of are often especially harmful for

just that reason. The gas leak you don’t spot is the one which causes the explosion

— not the one you identify in time to take remedial action. Moral problems are

sometimes no different. Not noticing that a moral response is required or not

appreciating the ways in which your principles are being compromised creates

fertile ground for moral corruption, missed opportunities, and occasions for guilt.

In this course, however, we will be concerned less with moral oblivion and more with

moral confusion and complexity. That is, for the most part, we will be clear that the

issues we discuss present moral problems. The difficulty will be in understanding

just what kinds of problems they are.

Clarification

The world is messy, confused and complex. The moral problems it throws at

us reflect this. It is impossible to give definitive guidance on clarifying them —

indeed, it is their endless variety which constitutes one of their greatest challenges.

There are, however, certain questions which seem essential to clarifying any moral

question. As the course progresses, you should reflect on these questions with a

view to revising and extending them. The questions given below are merely a

starting point not only for thinking about the moral problems we will be discussing,

but for thinking about the questions we should be asking about those problems.

The exercise is an essentially reflexive one.
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Fact-Finding

This is an essentially empirical exercise. At this point, we are not yet concerned

with ethical values but with accurately describing a particular aspect of the world.

Do not get so involved in this stage that you forget the point of the
exercise. This step is a means to clarifying the ethical question and not an end in

its own right.

1. Who does the issue affect?

If the decision is an individual one, this might involve quite small numbers.

For example, ‘which of these people should I rescue?’ or ‘should I have an

abortion?’. In contrast, ‘what procedures should people follow in case of fire?’

or ‘should abortion be legally regulated and, if so, how?’ will affect many. In

some cases, it will be possible to identify those affected only by their group

membership. Moreover, those affected may include future persons or, as in

the case of abortion, possible future persons.

2. What are the available options?

Be alert to presentations which falsely present the options as all-or-nothing.

(Pro-choice or pro-life? Sanctity of life or death on demand?)

3. How will each of those options affect the various parties involved?

Evaluation

4. What criteria determine whether a particular solution is acceptable?

What moral values are at stake here? How should any conflicts be resolved?

Should a solution make people happy? Should it be agreed to by as many

concerned parties as possible? Should it show respect for the dignity of all

persons? Should it enable those concerned to act autonomously? Should it

reflect compassion, justice or beneficence?

5. Who should decide on these criteria? Who should decide on the solution?

The people making the rules are often not those most affected by them. Is this

a problem? Or does it depend on how well-intentioned, empathetic and know-

ledgeable they are? Perhaps it really doesn’t matter who decides, provided

they decide correctly. Or is it essential to follow a particular procedure? Can

the interests of any unable to participate be adequately represented?

Note the difference between (4) and (5). Should we have asked (5) first?


